Abstract. The task of approximate string matching is to find all locations at which a pattern string p of length m matches a substring of a text string t of length n with at most k differences. It is common to use Levenshtein distance [5] , which allows the differences to be single-character insertions, deletions, substitutions. Recently, in [3] , the IndelMYE, IndelWM and IndelBYN algorithms where introduced as modified version of the bit-parallel algorithms of Myers [6], Wu&Manber [10] and BaezaYates&Navarro [1], respectively. These modified versions where made to support the indel distance (only single-character insertions and/or deletions are allowed). In this paper we present an improved version of IndelMYE that makes a better use of the bit-operations and runs 24.5 percent faster in practice. In the end we present a complete set of experimental results to support our findings.
Introduction
The approximate string matching problem is to find all locations in a text of length n that contain a substring that is similar to a query pattern string p of length m. Here we assume that the strings consist of characters over a finite alphabet. In practice the strings could for example be English words, DNA sequences, source code, music notation, and so on. The most common similarity measure between two strings is known as Levenshtein distance [5] . It is defined as the minimum number of single-character insertions, deletions and substitutions needed in order to transform one of the strings into the other. In a comprehensive survey by Navarro [7] , the O(k m/w n) algorithm of Wu and Manber (WM) [10] , the O( (k + 2)(m − k)/w n) algorithm of Baeza-Yates and Navarro (BYN) [1] , and the O( m/w n) algorithm of Myers (MYE) [6] were identified as the most practical verification capable approximate string matching algorithms under Levenshtein distance. Here w denotes the computer word size. Each of these algorithms is based on so-called bit-parallelism. Bit-parallel algorithms make use of the fact that a single computer instruction operates on bit-vectors of w bits, where typically w = 32 or 64 in the current computers. The idea is to achieve gain in time and/or space by encoding several data-items of an algorithm into w bits so that they can be processed in parallel within a single instruction (thus the name bit-parallelism).
In [3] the three above-mentioned bit-parallel algorithms were extended to support the indel distance. In this paper we improve the running time of one of those algorithms, namely, IndelMYE. IndelMYE is a modify version of Myers algorithm [6] that supports the indel distance instead of the more general Levenshtein distance. The new version (called IndelNew) is able to compute the horizontal differences of adjacent cell in the dynamic programming matrix more efficiently. Hence, the total number of bit-operations decreases from 26 to 21. We run extensive experiments and show that the new algorithms has a very steady performance in all cases, achieving and speedup of up to 24.5 percent compare with its previous version.
This paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we present some preliminaries. In Sections 3 we explain the main bit-parallel ideas used to create the new algorithm presented in Section 4. In Section 5 we present extensive experimental results for the three bit-parallel variants presented in [3] and two dynamic programming algorithms. Finally, in Section 6 we give our conclusions.
Preliminaries
We will use the following notation with strings. We assume that strings are sequences of characters from a finite character set Σ. The alphabet size, i.e. the number of distinct characters in Σ, is denoted by σ. The ith character of a string s is denoted by s i , and s i..j denotes the substring of s that begins at its ith position and end at its jth position. The length of string s is denoted by |s|. The first character has index 1, and so s = s 1...|s| . A length-zero empty string is denoted by ε.
Given two strings s and u, we denote by ed(s, u) the edit distance between s and u. That is, ed(s, u) is defined as the minimum number of single-character insertions, deletions and/or substitutions needed in order to transform s into u (or vice versa). In similar fashion, id(s, u) denotes the indel distance between s and u: the minimum number of single-character insertions and/or deletions needed in transforming s into u (or vice versa).
The problem of approximate searching under indel distance can be stated more formally as follows: given a length-m pattern string p 1..m , a length-n text string t 1..n , and an error threshold k, find all text indices j for which id(p, t j−h..j ) ≤ k for some 1 ≤ h < j. Fig. 1 gives an example with p ="ACGC", t ="GAAGCGACTGCAAACTCA", and k = 1. Fig. 1(b) shows that under indel distance t contains two approximate matches to p at ending positions 5 and 11. In the case of regular edit distance, which allows also substitutions, there is an additional approximate occurrence that ends at position 17 (see Fig. 1(a) ). Note that Fig. 1 We will use the following notation in describing bit-operations: '&' denotes bitwise "AND", '|' denotes bitwise "OR", '
∧ ' denotes bitwise "XOR", '∼' denotes bit complementation, and '<<' and '>>' denote shifting the bit-vector left and right, respectively, using zero filling in both directions. The ith bit of the bit vector V is referred to as V [i] and bit-positions are assumed to grow from right to left. In addition we use superscript to denote bit-repetition. As an example let V = 1001110 be a bit vector. Then
= 1, and we could also write V = 10 2 1 3 0. Fig. 2 shows a simple high-level scheme for bit-parallel algorithms. In the subsequent sections we will only show the sub-procedures for preprocessing and updating the bit-vectors.
Preprocess bit-vectors 2. Algo-PreprocessingPhase() 3. For j ∈ 1 . . . n Do 4.
Update bit-vectors at text character j and check if a match was found 5.
Algo-UpdatingPhase() Fig. 2 . A high-level template for bit-parallel approximate string matching algorithms
Bit-Parallel Dynamic Programming
During the last decade, algorithms based on bit-parallelism have emerged as the fastest approximate string matching algorithms in practice for the Levenshtein edit distance [5] . The first of these was the O(kn(m/w)) algorithm of Wu & Manber [10] , where w is the computer word size. Later Wright [9] presented an O(mn log σ /w)) algorithm, where σ is the alphabet size. Then Baeza-Yates & Navarro followed with their O((km/w)n) algorithm. Finally Myers [6] achieved an O((m/w)n) algorithm, which is an optimal speedup from the basic O(m/n) dynamic programming algorithm. With the exception of the algorithm of Wright, the bit-parallel algorithms dominate the other verification capable algorithms with moderate pattern lengths [7] . The O( m/w n) algorithm of Myers [6] is based on a bit-parallelization of the dynamic programming matrix D. The O(k m/w n) algorithm of Wu and Manber [10] and the O( (k + 2)(m − k)/w n) algorithm of Baeza-Yates and Navarro [1] simulate a non-deterministic finite automaton (NFA) by using bitvectors.
For typical edit distances, their dynamic programming recurrence confines the range of possible differences between two neighboring cell-values in D to be small. The bit-parallel dynamic programming algorithm of Myers (MYE) makes use of the preceding observation. In MYE the values of matrix D are expressed implicitly by recording the differences between neighboring cells. And moreover, this is done efficiently by using bit-vectors. In [4] , a slightly simpler variant of MYE, the following length-m bit-vectors Zd j , Nh j , P h j , Nv j , and P v j encode the vertical, horizontal and diagonal differences at the current position j of the text:
The crux of MYE is that these difference vectors can be computed efficiently. The basic idea is that, given the vertical difference
. And subsequently, in symmetric fashion, the diagonal difference also fixes the vertical difference 
IndelNew Algorithm
In this section we will present IndelNew, our faster version for IndelMYE which at the same time was a modification of MYE to use indel distance instead of Levenshtein distance.
As we noted before, indel distance allows also the diagonal difference 
(8) 
rightmost differences D[i, j]−D[i, j−1] and D[i, j]−D[i−1, j]
would be zero. This enables MYE to handle the case M implicitly, as it computes only the -1/+1 difference vectors. But IndelNew needs to explicitly deal with the case M when computing the +1 difference vectors P h j and P v j , unless these vectors are computed implicitly/indirectly. The latter approach was employed in IndelMYE algorithm [3] by using vertical and horizontal zero difference vectors Zv j and Zh j , where
Then, solutions where found for computing Zv j and Zh j , and the positive difference vectors were then computed simply as P h j = ∼ (Zh j | Nh j ) and P v j = ∼ (Zv j | Nv j ). For IndelNew we propose the following more efficient solution for computing P h j and P v j directly. The discussion assumes that 0 < i ≤ m and 0 < j ≤ n. 
MYE-PreprocessingPhase
covers the first five cases for the complete vectors, and this is enough for MYE under Levenshtein distance. Case M arises from having a positive difference in column j − 1, a positive horizontal difference in row i − 1, and a non-zero diagonal difference. This translates into the formula P v j−1 & (P h j << 1) & ∼ Zd j , which contains a slightly problematic self-reference to P h j . We solve it as follows.
The self-reference states that case M can be true on row i only if one of the other five cases has happened above i. Let X be an auxiliary length-m bit-vector that covers the five cases, that is,
Let Y be another auxiliary bit-vector so that 
Now each set bit
where Y has already been shifted one step right. We further note that if Nh j = P v j−1 & Zd j has already been computed, we may set
Computing P v j . This step is diagonally symmetric with the case of P h j . After similar observations from Fig. 4 as before, the six relevant cases are seen to be A, B, C, F, H, and M, and the first five of these are covered by the formula
which is straighforward to compute. As with the auxiliary variable Y , we may again use the fact that
Then the complete formula for P v j becomes
Fig . 7 shows the complete algorithm IndelNew for computing the difference vectors Zd j , Nh j , P h j , Nv j , and P v j at text position j under indel distance. Obviously IndelNew has the same asymptotical time and space complexities as IndelMYE. Fig. 6 shows the complete algorithm IndelMYE as presented in [3] . IndelNew algorithm is able to compute the positive vectors directly. IndelMYE main drawback is the way the horizontal solution is computed. All in all, the total number of bit-operations is 26 for IndelMYE versus 21 for IndelNew, so we have a more efficient implementation for a bit-parallel indel algorithm. IndelNew-UpdatingPhase 
Experiments
We compare IndelNew against several other approximate string matching algorithms for indel distance. They are: IndelWM (our own implementation), IndelMYE (our own implementation), IndelBYN (a modification of the original code by Baeza-Yates and Navarro), and IndelUKK (our own implementation of the cutoff version of Ukkonen [8] ). We also implemented a plain dynamic programming algorithm (without bit-parallelism) but it was too slow for the pattern lengths we used, therefore we removed it from the final test.
The computer used for testing was a 3.2Ghz AMD Athlon64 with 1.5 GB RAM running Windows XP. The computer word size was w=32. All code was compiled with MS Visual C++ 6.0 and optimization switched on. We tested on three different ≈ 20MB texts. The first was composed by repeating the yeast genome twice. The second was built from a sample of Wall Street Journal articles taken from the TREC collection. The third text was random with alphabet size σ = 120. The tested pattern lengths were m = 8, 16 and 32, and we tested over k=1 . . . m− 2. The patterns were selected randomly from the text, and each (m, k) combination was timed by taking the average time over searching for 100 patterns. Fig. 8 shows the results. It can be seen that IndelWM is competitive with low k, being always the best when k=1. The performance of IndelBYN depends highly on the effectiveness of its "cutoff" mechanism, which in turns depends on the alphabet size σ. With DNA its performance becomes poor quite quickly when k grows (except when m=8 as then Rd always fits into a single computer word. But IndelBYN is always the best when k > 1 with random text and moderately large alphabet size σ = 120. As expected due to its independence on k, IndelMYE/IndelNew has a very steady performance in all cases. But IndelNew was 24.5 percent faster that IndelMYE. Hence, IndelNew is the fastest in those cases where k is moderately large. 
Conclusions
We have presented a new algorithms based on bit-parallelism that solve the problem of approximate string matching problem with k differences under indel edit distance measure, namely, IndelNew. IndelNew is a more thought version of the early IndelMYE version in [3] . In practice, we showed that the speedup gain by the new version was higher (24.5 percent) than the improvement in the number of bit-operations (about 19 percent -26 → 21). IndelNew showed a very steady performance in all cases due to its independence on k. It is the fastest in those cases where k is moderately large and the cutoff scheme of IndelBYN does not work well.
We plan to use some of the ideas presented in [2] to search several text segments in parallel by encoding several copies of the pattern (or its prefixes) into a single bit-vector. This is left as a future work.
